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Innovative Resource Sharing now

• Sharing of returnables and consortium purchased electronic resources
  – Lowest total cost of ownership
  – Real-time and automated operations
  – Works for all—platform agnostic

• Requesting and supplying non-returnables, ArticleReach for Document Delivery
  – Same design principles as INN-Reach
  – Fast, easy, inexpensive
Resource Sharing of the Future

• World-wide Resource Sharing platform
• Supports a Resource Sharing economy
  – Anything
  – Anytime
  – Anywhere
  – Anyone
• Personalized discovery experience
• Network of networks
• Open APIs
• Linked Data as a door to your library storefront
• Inventory management via the Innovative Knowledge Base
PPOR – Innovative Resource Sharing

Theme: Preparation
- Better support
- Sierra investigation
- NCIP Responder (productize)
- Title Reports
- Maintenance

Release 2.0 SP1
Q2 2015

Theme: Open and Neutral
- Direct to INN-Reach API, v1
- Localized Discovery
- Data mining
  - *Product Parity*
  - Operational efficiency

Release 3.0
Q2 2016

Cabernet

Theme: Cloud City
- More Cloud Building
- Collection Analysis Services
- Operational efficiency
- Analytics

Syrah

Grenache

Theme: Polaris Integration
- *Polaris integration*
- Circulation interoperability
- Auto data harvesting
- Operational Efficiency

Theme: Cloud Building
- Cloud INN-Reach
- Direct to INN-Reach API, v2
- Shared ERM, e-Content
- BLDSS ILL Service
- Operational efficiency
TECHNICAL VIEW OF OLS EXTENSIBLE CLOUD PLATFORM
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Your Partner for Library Success
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Vision

The “Four A’s”

Anything
Anytime
Anywhere
Anyone
FIND YOUR LOCAL TOOL LENDING LIBRARY

Explore our map to find your local Tool and Lending Libraries – and start sharing in a trusted location!
FIND YOUR LOCAL TOOL LENDING LIBRARY

Explore our map to find your local Tool and Lending Libraries – and start sharing in a trusted location!

TOOLBOX TOOL LENDING LIBRARY
NONPROFIT, TOOL LIBRARY
1471 North Benton Avenue
65802 Springfield, MO
Phone: (417) 888-2020
Tags: myTurn
Get Directions | Visit Website

3SIXTY TOOL LIBRARY 1782.9 MILES
448 College Ave
49423 Holland, MI
Categories: Tool Library
Tags: myTurn
Visit Website
Get Directions
Thoughts...

• what would you order from your library if you had this type of experience?

• what non-traditional objects does your library lend?

• what is in your attic/garage/storage shed that you would lend?

• what is your personal peer-to-peer experience?
Thank you